Scubaworld
Calle Geminis 28
Urb. La Florida
03189 Orihuela Costa
Spain

DIVE WITH SCUBAWORLD ON THE MALDIVES!

Dear Dive Buddy,
A few years ago with had several requests and we organized a dive trip to Egypt. That’s looks easier than it is
because we have to deal with divers from all over Europe. After great response and positive comments
afterwards we are now ready for something new. Even better. More Adventure, more excitement.
Due to some good contacts, knowing one of the owners from my dive center back home where we were
colleagues, we have the spectacular offer to make a dive trip to the Maldives. Not for 1000’s of Euro’s but for
average Egypt price.

Aquaventure Manta Lodge
Addu Atoll, one of the Maldives Islands, is a popular choice for Scuba Divers. Set from the excitement of the
Island. Here we are staying in the Aquaventure Manta Lodge, the Aquaventure Manta Lodge is a 2-star lodge at
an excellent location. It provides easy access to the Atoll's biggest attractions "Scuba Diving & Snorkelling".
The lodge provides the best in services and amenities with daily housekeeping, private check in/check out, taxi
service, luggage storage, bicycle rental and free Wi-Fi in public areas. Guests can make their own choice out of
8 rooms at two floors, all of which breath an atmosphere of total peace and harmony.
Full board and free water treatment - the full board package (breakfast, lunch and dinner with Western, Oriental
and Eastern cuisine) has been arranged by Aquaventure Lodge at the local restaurant Palm Village. Here you
can taste local delicacies! Unlimited mineral water is included in the full board package. Soft drinks can be
ordered (not included in the full board package), alcoholic drinks are not available.

Aquaventure Dive Center
Aquaventure Dive Center is founded 2013 at Maradhoo Island - Addu,
it’s a local island in southernmost atoll of the Maldives. Aquaventure Dive Center is the first Dive Center at
Local Addu, they offer a full range of daily excursions Aquaventure is a PADI 5Star dive center for the diver
who want to dive in small groups with a personal care, no supermarket diving and all dives are made within the
personal limits of training / experience. All the certified guides made more than 1000 dives.
The dive center is equipped with 50x S80 alum. tanks and 10x 15L steel tanks, SOON Nitrox and Oxygen fills
till 100% will be available.
Addu Atoll is a place with many great dive sites, the whole year chance for Manta’s, all kind of sharks, the
biggest wreck in Maldives and undamaged hard corals and that all within maximum 90 minute drive by their
own Dhoni (local dive boat). This Area lays many times on the south route of the Liveaboards. Aquaventure
Tel: 0034 667057640

Dive Center offers 3 boat dives a day; a two tank dive in the morning and single tank dive afternoon, on request
they can organize night dives. To Manta Point takes 30 minutes and to the wreck the British Loyalty 15
minutes. The dive boat "Dhoni" has place for 12 divers, a toilet and fresh water.

We have the change for a 9 day stay in the Aquaventure Manta Lodge full board with 5 days 3 dives a day. The
6th and 7th day diving is optional. Flights are mentioned separate by the price. We could fly from Amsterdam,
London or Madrid or you could book your own flights if we decide to leave not from your particular favourite
departure. In that case we can reduce the tickets from the full package of course.

For minimum 9 persons:
12 days trip (9days stay, incl 5 days diving) costs $1250 = approx. €1015 (depends on daily rate!)
Tickets are about
€ 650
So for approx. €1665 depending on the Dollar rate you have your dive holiday of a life time!
Optional dates are:
st
1 option when available:

4/2/2019 – 15/2/2019

nd

28/1/2019 – 8/2/2019

rd

11/2/2019 – 22/2/2019

2 option:
3 option

We hope this is an interesting trip we can offer you. Because of the limited spaces in the Manta Lodge 8 rooms and 12
spaces maximum on the boat we have to decide quickly. By positive response I can get an option but not for too long.
If you need some more info, don’t hesitate to contact us.
Hope to hear from you soon.
Kees Kouwenberg
Scubaworld
PADI S - 22233

Calle Geminis 28
03189 Orihuela Costa
Alicante Spain

0034 66705764
www.divecostablanca.com

